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Genesis 1:1 - 2:3
Everything has a _______________ .
There is a _______________ for everything.
God made _______________ for what he created.

Genesis 1:1 - 2:3
Everything has a _______________ .
There is a _______________ for everything.
God made _______________ for what he created.

There is a _______________ to everything.

There is a _______________ to everything.

The crown-jewel of creation week is _______________ .

The crown-jewel of creation week is _______________ .

aside: scripture helps us answer questions like…
• who is God?
• how does he view me?
• what has he created me to do?

They made their lives bitter, forcing them to mix mortar and make bricks
and do all the work in the fields. They were ruthless in all their demands.
Exodus 1:14 NLT
_______________ is when tomorrow looks no different than today
“If only the Lord had killed us back in Egypt,” they moaned. “There we sat
around pots filled with meat and ate all the bread we wanted. But now you
have brought us into this wilderness to starve us all to death.”
Exodus 16:3 NLT
In the wilderness they learn about _______________ and _______________
Remember to observe the Sabbath day by keeping it holy. You have six
days each week for your ordinary work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath
day of rest dedicated to the Lord your God.
Exodus 20:8–10 NLT
key word? _______________
It is given so you may know that I am the Lord, who makes you holy.
Exodus 31:13 NLT
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Through this rhythm and practice we re-orient our lives.
Exodus 31:12-13, Leviticus 23:3, Jeremiah 17:20-25

Through this rhythm and practice we re-orient our lives.
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Jesus demonstrated a life of rhythm.
_______________ is not a rule to keep but a freedom to enter into.

Jesus demonstrated a life of rhythm.
_______________ is not a rule to keep but a freedom to enter into.

We don’t keep _______________, _______________ keeps us.

We don’t keep _______________, _______________ keeps us.

place, purpose, provision, rhythm, Sabbath, despair, dependence, rhythm, remember,
Sabbath, Sabbath, Sabbath
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